The advent of text mining and natural text reading artificial intelligence has opened 16 new research opportunities on the large collections of research publications 17 available through journal and other resources. These systems have begun to identify 18 novel connections or hypotheses due to an ability to read and extract information 19 from more literature than a single individual could in their lifetime.
In the field of data science, online documents and publications are resources of data 39 relating anything from corporate finance to human health and disease. Artificial 40 intelligence based text readers use publications to glean information on a wide 41 variety of topics and propose novel hypotheses(1). Most publications also contain 42 graphical representations of data, which is an essential method to convey research 43 findings in nearly all fields of study such as physics, biology or psychology. Often the 44 raw data underlying most figures involving human subjects are not available where 45 study subject consent, research ethics or institutional review boards often protect 46 individualised data(2,3). 47
48
To gain access to subject data from publications involving human medical research 49 applying to a IRB/REB for approval for de-identified data access is often not 50 granted. In general research data on human subjects is not shared to the same 51 extent as gene expression data. In all cases, data is anonymized when it is accessible, 52 which is an essential restriction for human subject data. In publications, graphing of 53 individual data points is encouraged by many journals to improve the informative 54 representation of the data and research integrity, as opposed to compressed 55 representations such as bar graphs, box plots or means(4,5). In many publications 56
we can see the plots of the human patient data but cannot get access to the data for 57 reanalysis using novel statistical methods or merging data sets. 58
Portable Document Format (pdf) based publications are a standard in publications. 60
The images within PDF are encoded as Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) a mark-up 61 language. I reasoned that information about the data points was preserved in the 62 SVG markup language that generates the data graphs. Key to this assumption is that 63 the data was graphed in the order that it appeared in the data table used to generate 64 The page with the figure of interest was extracted ( Fig 1A) . To simplify the data 79 mining I removed text and graphical information, such as axis labels and tick marks 80 that did not represent the desired data points ( Fig 1B) and saved a scaled vector 81 graphics file ( Fig 1C, S2 file) . For time-resolved data, such as consecutive draws of patient blood and measurement of serum protein concentrations, I noted that the 83 data in the SVG file, represented as path objects, followed a repetitive pattern of 84 increasing X coordinate values representing increasing time points of a patient. 85
Then the X values lowered and repeated the increasing pattern, indicating that the 86 next patient was being graphed. Next, I noted that the data in the original figure was 87 represented as two different colours, which was encoded in the path object as a 88 colour code. These differences were encoded into a text parser to identify path 89 objects and score them into a table a series of patients and their status as either a 90 healthy or preeclampsia case (S1 file). The path object's code contained X and Y 91 coordinate data that represented the objects physical placement on the original 92 graph. Extracting the coordinate information created the values for gestational age 93 at sampling and the corresponding serum protein concentration for that time point 94 ( Fig 1D) . I determined the accuracy of the data table generated from the parsed SVG 95 file by ensuring that the same numbers of patients were returned for each disease 96 state (healthy and preeclampsia) as reported in the manuscript. While the data set is 97 an accurate reproduction of the plot, the data is scaled to the Cartesian points, but 98 can be easily rescaled to the original data ranges(compare Figs 1 A and E, S1 file). 99 100 In the second example PGF serum measurements during multiple time points in 101 pregnancy were measured in healthy and preeclampsia patients(8) (Fig 1 F) . The 102 original figure was plotted as log scale, and I extracted and rescaled the data (Figs 1  103 F and G, S1 and S2 files). Additionally, in this example patients were graphed as 104 squares and diamonds, the parser was modified to identify differences in path objects related to shape rather than colour, as in the first example. After parsing, I 106 identified 299 patients while the article reported 300. Inspection of the graph and 107 SVG file indicated that the original graphic had one patient case plotted as a "0" 108 rather than a square or diamond shape that represented healthily and preeclampsia 109 cases. This finding explained the failure of the parser to extract this data point. The implications of these findings for data science are considerable as all plotted 127 data that is a scalable graphics file can be extracted this way. AI systems and 128 automated code parsers could be developed to routinely or bulk extract the 129 underlying data from published documents. Previous methods to extract 130 information utilised image interpreters (https://automeris.io/WebPlotDigitizer). 131
However, when large numbers of data points are over-plotted (plotted on top of 132 each other), these methods fail to find all data points due to obscuring by features 133 that overlap (data not shown). Furthermore, information on the order of the data 134 points is lost by these image analysis methods (data not shown) but is preserved 135 when parsed from the SVG code. 
Methods

157
PDF documents were opened with system viewer Preview (version 7.0 on Mac OSX 158 10.9.5), the page of interest was coppied and saved as a separate PDF file. PDF was 159 edited in Inkscape (Version 0.91 on Mac OSX 10.9.5) to remove non-data point 160 information, tick marks, axis labels, text areas and shading. Then the image was 161 saved as a scalable vector graphics file. A text parser was coded in Java to identify path objects representing data points and to extract the X and Y coordinate data, 163 number the data point and patient. Additionally, the parser recognised different 164 colours or shapes of the path objects to denote different patient classes. The parser 165 saved a table as a tab-delimited text file. The text file was opened into R (version 166 3.2) for graphing using the library ggplots2(9) and axis data ranges were rescaled 167 using the library scales (10) . All code used in this analysis is in Supplementary 
